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Recently we proposed a spatio-temporal model of auroral absorption for

isolated substorms based on linear prediction filter technique, which

describes the precipitation effects as a sum of properly weighted and time-

delayed contributions of short dipolarizations/injections inferred from

magnetic MPB index. Here we apply a similar approach to a more general

and practically important type of continuous activity including substorms

clusters, which is accompanied by intense energetic electron precipitation

lasting for many hours and may affect ozone concentration and climate.

Unexpectedly, in spite of very different geophysical background, the derived

precipitation response to unit-scale injection appeared almost identical to that

obtained for isolated substorms. Significant part of absorption variance during

active non-storm periods turns out to be the result of superposition of previous

injections with short memory less than 4 h. Our results indicate that, while the

injection efficiency is roughly the same, large difference in precipitated fluxes

and ionospheric response between two different types of activity is mostly

provided by a more frequent appearance and increased intensities of

dipolarizations/injections during active periods. In both event types

dipolarizations are the decisive factor which determines energetic electron

precipitation.
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Introduction

Except for rare solar particle events, intense sporadic energetic electron precipitation

(EEP) from the radiation belts controls the D-region ionization and other related effects in

the auroral zone. Particularly, the auroral absorption (A) (or cosmic noise absorption,

CNA) in the D region, suitably monitored by riometer network, is produced by

precipitated energetic (~30–300 keV) electrons [3,4]. EEP is formed by the

combination of multiscale processes of particle energization and electron scattering to

the loss cone in the magnetosphere, contributed by the wave-particle interactions, particle

drifts and slow radial diffusion in the inner magnetosphere. Globally, the substorm-
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related particle injections are of special importance for EEP (e.g.

[5–10]), though quantitative representation of their large-scale

effects on substorm time scale still remains a challenge. There are

a few basic reasons for that. The first is that substorms combine

the processes of different time-scales and origins, including

multiple minute-scale plasma injections from the tail, hour-

scale magnetic drifts in the inner magnetosphere and more

slow modulations of outer radiation belt content etc.

Secondly, substorm-related precipitation and ionization

display a complicated spatial dynamics, which combines the

elements of ordered and irregular behavior. Thirdly, a difficult

problem is the choice of easily-available injection proxies suitable

to organize data and perform empirical modeling and practical

applications.

Recently a new empirical approach was suggested (see [1],

hereafter Paper 1, and [11]) to reconstruct the dynamical pattern

of electron precipitation during substorms of different

complexity and intensity. Its core elements are: (1) choice of

substorm injection as basic process whose intensity is evaluated

based on dipolarization amplitude; (2) choice of midlatitude

MPB index [12] as dipolarization proxy to drive the model;

(3) use of linear prediction filter (LPF) technique (e.g. [13]) to

reconstruct the response to unit-scale injection and, then, obtain

the global response by summation of properly weighted and

time-delayed contributions of particular injections. This

approach was realized and successfully tested in Paper 1 for a

collection of 220 isolated substorms using riometers in the

middle of auroral zone (at Corrected Geomagnetic Latitudes,

CGL ~670), and later these response functions were confirmed

approximately valid for CGL between 630 and 690 [11].

However, it is yet unclear whether the obtained response

functions and the approach itself may be effectively applied

during disturbed conditions. Indeed, a number of studies

claim that magnitudes of substorm-associated energetic

electron precipitation and auroral absorption depend on the

preceding activity ranging from hours up to several days

[2,14–19]. Particularly, some reports state that substorm

clusters (also known under the names of recurrent substorms,

compound substorms, etc.) show significantly larger flux

increases than single substorm events do [2]. Whether this

might be related to long memory of radiation belt fluxes, or

larger efficiency, or intensity, or frequency of substorm injections

- remains unclear. This problem is addressed in our brief research

report.

Our aim here is to derive empirical response functions for the

auroral absorption and test the LPF approach during long active

periods containing clustered substorms during non-storm times.

Starting from Tsurutani and Gonzales [20] this class of

disturbances attracted large attention, because of their

appearance during high-speed solar wind streams (HSS) and

stream interaction regions and remarkable association with the

major radiation belt flux increases [21,22] and EEP

enhancements [14,15,23]. According to [23] “On average, the

flux of >30 keV electrons is enhanced by a factor of ~10 during

the passage of the high-speed stream at all geographic

longitudes”, which explains their importance for space

weather and climate [24]. Particularly, Seppala et al. [25]

presented numerical simulations to show that such substorm

clusters can affect ozone concentration in the atmosphere. By

comparing the response functions derived during active

conditions with those previously reconstructed for isolated

substorms we can compare their efficiencies in these strongly

different geophysical conditions and discuss the role of injections

and ‘long memory’ in energetic electron precipitation.

Data and method

Like in Paper 1, we derive the function of energetic electron

precipitation response to the unit scale injection by comparing

the time series of ‘injection amplitude’ ΔTi and cosmic noise

absorption Ai, both taken at 5 min resolution. Based on close

coupling between substorm injections and dipolarizations in the

magnetosphere [10,26,27], we use midlatitude MPB index to

characterize the injection strength. Originally MPB (measured in

nT2) was designed by [12] as a proxy of the ground effect of

current in dipolarization-related substorm current wedge (SCW).

At the time ti we regard the difference ΔTi = MPB1/2 (ti+5min)-

MPB1/2 (ti) as a measure of concurrent elementary injection

(negative differences are replaced by zeroes).

Similar to Paper1, CNA value Ai at each time ti was presented

as a sum of responses to all injections in the interval (ti-4h,

ti+1 h), the subsequent hour being kept for accuracy control:

Ai � ∑
60

k�1Fk ΔTj (1)

where j = i + k-12.

To facilitate comparisons with results of Paper 1 where the

response functions were obtained in the coordinate system

rotating with the station, here we use a similar approach.

Specifically, a sequence of 60 absorption values Ai was

considered for each injection. However, if in Paper 1 for each

day and for particular riometer we treated only one sequence in

which the station was inside the particular 2-h MLT bin at the

substorm onset t0, now we regard all sequences corresponding to

each of 24 5-min tis in this 2-h bin. When taking 1 h before this

interval and 4 hours after we obtain a sequence of 84 rows (like

Equation 1) to the matrix equation system. In total, the matrix

ΔT and vectorA include contributions from all active days at our

disposal.

After solving the matrix equation A = ΔT • F we obtain the

desired linear prediction filter F (LPF, or the response function),

which characterizes the contributions to Ai from unit scale

injections ΔTj distributed in time between ti-4h and ti+1 h.

The LPF is constructed separately for each riometer and for

each 2 h-wide MLT bin of riometer location.
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For this study we mainly use observations from riometers of

the Canadian N-S Churchill line covering the latitudes from

Pinawa (CGL~60.2o) till Rank (72.5o), with an emphasis laid on

ISL riometer (63.8o) in the middle of auroral zone (see

Supplementary Figure S1).

The collection of active intervals was selected visually based on

AL records during years 2003–2005. Their duration varied from

7 h to 4 days, each containing a number of AL activations (at least

three substorms separated by less than 3 hours) exceeding 500 nT

in absolute magnitude. Solar particle events and large storms were

excluded. Stack plots of AL and SYMH indexes in Figure 1C, D

give an overview of this activity, which was accompanied by rather

intense auroral absorption shown by the black trace of ISL

riometer record in panel A. Only 11 longest active intervals

covering the full days without big gaps in ISL data are shown

for illustration in Figure 1. The difference between active time

dataset and isolated substorms dataset is very significant. (For

comparison given below, we use 15 full days of CNA data from our

data base for isolated substorms referred to the 8–10MLT sector,

not shown.) The daily medians are: |AL| = 294 vs 20 nT,

SYMH = −36 nT vs −10nT, IMFBz = −1.3 nT vs −0.1nT, solar

wind velocity 575 km/s vs 370 km/s, these values being rather

typical for continuous active conditions according to Partamies

et al. [17] andMeredith et al. [23]. According to statistical results of

[28] a 25 nT decrease in SYMH causes the oval expansion by 1.90

which approximately corresponds to oval center displacement

from GIL to ISL (by 2.50).

Results

An overview of response functions F for Churchill line

riometers is presented in Figure 2 for the morning - pre-noon

MLT sector, which is known as the statistical region of most

strong absorption [3,14]. Similar results for other MLT sectors

are presented in Supplementary Figures S2, S3. Thick grey curves

(marked as iSBS in the legend) show the LPFs obtained for

isolated substorms in Paper 1 at stations in the middle of auroral

zone (~670). These iSBS response functions are most similar to

the active time LPFs obtained in the middle of expanded auroral

zone, like Gil (blue, at 66.30) and, especially, ISL (red, at 63.80).

The latter one shows the largest LPF magnitude and the best

correlation (between observed and predicted absorption values,

see CC in the legend) among all Churchill line riometers except

Pinawa. Note that the correlations for ISL and Pinawa are almost

the same (just a little lower) as for iSBS. The agreement also

includes similar shapes and consistent time delays. We specially

emphasize a similar time delay progressing with the MLT, which

is connected with the eastward drift of injected energetic

electrons and, therefore, nicely illustrates the injection-related

origin of response functions reconstructed by the LPF method.

An important feature of active periods concerns the

subauroral station (PIN, CGL = 60.20), whose response

function is well-phased with ISL response although the peak

magnitude is ~1.5 times lower. Its predicted absorption values

show a good correlation with the observed ones. Accordingly, the

FIGURE 1
Stack plots of variables during selected 11 full-day active periods at 5 min resolution. From top to bottom: (A)-absorption values observed at ISL
(black) compared with predicted absorption values (orange trace); (B)- dipolarization intensity estimated from MPB index, used to drive the model;
(C,D) AL and SYMH indices for these days; (E)- IMF BZ, (F)- solar wind velocity. Dates are indicated in panel (E).
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EEP displays a rather regular and predictable behavior in the

equatorward half of the oval. By the contrast, at poleward stations

(CHU and ESK with CGLs 68.60 and 70.80) the LPF peak

amplitude is still significant, but the correlation falls down.

Also the peak response is progressively delayed, by ~1 h at

ESK compared to the middle of auroral oval. The RAN

(72.50) filters are not shown, as they demonstrate very low

LPF magnitudes and negligible predictability, as expected

close to the poleward termination of EEP precipitation region.

Figure 3 shows the ISL response functions derived from the

dataset of active periods. When the ISL data are scarce, we also

added MCM riometer data (CGL 64.30, almost the same as for

ISL but at different longitude), to characterize the LPF variability.

Besides N and cc in the legend (the same as in Figure 2) the

correlation coefficients between these LPFs for iSBS and for

active times are also shown near the top of vertical line at t =

0. As a rule, the shapes and delays are similar for these two

datasets, but the amplitude may somewhat differ for some MLT

bins. Comparing to the response functions for isolated

substorms (grey curves), we confirm their similarity in LPF

shape, delay, and magnitude while both of them show

significant changes with the MLT. The difference between

active and isolated substorms datasets is generally

comparable to the differences between ISL and ISL + MCM

datasets, most probably, being of statistical origin. Within this

margin no systematic significant differences are discovered in

the injection response functions between continuous activity

including substorm clusters and the isolated substorms

developing on quiet background.

As regards the latitudinal differences in other MLT sectors

(see Supplementary Figures S2, S3), they are mostly similar to

those found in the pre-noon sector. In particular, in the near-

midnight sector where a second absorption peak is observed in

statistical distributions [6,14], most of abovementioned

conclusions about latitudinal variations hold true, although

the correlation is lower than in the pre-noon sector. Similar

results were also obtained for isolated substorms, e.g., [11]. We

believe, that lower correlation reflects a more variable and

structured precipitation in the nightside sector as have been

documented in previous studies (e.g. [7]).

Finally, the LPFs for all MLT bins have been used to

reconstruct the auroral absorption based on dipolarizations

inferred from the MPB index, which is shown in Figure 1B.

The result is illustrated in panel A. As seen from comparison of

predicted and observed auroral absorption, during the variable

active periods many sharp precipitation peaks are reproduced by

the model, together with the slower but significant variations of

precipitation background. The prediction quality metrics for the

entire 11 - day period are CC = 0.63 and PE = 0.38, which is a

reasonably high level taking into account high (5 min) temporal

resolution. During another, 5-days-long active period containing

~60 substorms (previously considered also by [8,25]), a similar

level of CC and PE values have been obtained in Nikolaev et al.

[11] (see their Figure 4) using response functions derived for

isolated substorm dataset. This may serve as independent test of

our results. Whereas there are still some peaks in Figure 1A

which are not reproduced by the model, so detailed case study

analysis of their origin requires future efforts.

FIGURE 2
Response functions for active periods in the pre-noon sector at different Churchill line riometers (colored lines) together with response
function for isolated substorms (thick grey line, from Paper1) in themiddle of auroral zone. The number of intervals used in the LPF derivation (N) and
correlation coefficient (cc) between predicted and observed absorption values are shown in the legend. t corresponds to the time delay after
contributing dipolarization.
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Summary and conclusion

1) We constructed linear prediction filters (LPFs, or response

functions) linking auroral absorption with the properly

weighted and time-delayed short dipolarization (as given by

(MPB)1/2 increments taken on 5min timescale) for long-

duration active conditions. Such activity is characterized by

continuously disturbed auroral zone (daily median |AL| of

300 nT), moderate ring current (-SYMH of a few tens of nT),

occurs during fast solar wind episodes, with V > 550 km/s and

negative (fluctuating) IMF BZ, and includes substorm clusters.

TheMLT pattern of LPFs reproduces well-knownmorphological

features such as the main pre-noon and secondary nightside

precipitation maxima as well as wide evening minimum. The

largest response amplitude occurs in the middle of auroral zone

(64-65oCGLat), here and at equatorward stations the response is

more regular and predictable, as different from the poleward half

of auroral oval. The precipitation response function definitely

characterizes the substorm injections: it is controlled by the

nightside dipolarizations (by the construction), and the major

EEP dynamics is consistent with the eastward drift of

precipitating energetic electron cloud. The latter was firmly

established in previous conjugate observations in the

ionosphere and magnetosphere [5,7,29] and from analyses of

eastward drift of auroral absorption events [4].

2) Response functions obtained during isolated substorms and those

derived for active periods are very similar in their shapes, time

delays and magnitudes, if we compare the results obtained in the

middle of auroral oval (in themiddle of expanded oval at ~64–650

during active periods and at ~670 CGLat during isolated

substorms on quiet background). This has a few important

implications. First, this consistence indicates the robustness of

LPF procedure and of the derived response functions; consistence

between LPFs obtained in different regions and for different

instruments, e.g. LPFs for auroral absorptionmeasured inCanada

and for D-region ionization measured by the EISCAT radar has

been demonstrated by Stepanov et al.[30], see their Figure 3.

Secondly, the approximate “universality” of response functions is

a good news for practical applications of LPF method for

prediction of precipitation dynamics.

3) Not only the LPFs are surprisingly stable, their prediction quality

is roughly the same for both activity types considered. Currently

the auroral absorption for both isolated and clustered substorms

can be predicted at the level of CC~0.65 and PE about 0.3–0.4

FIGURE 3
Summary of response functions reconstructed for isolated substorms (at ~67o CGL) and for active period (at ~64o) in all MLT bins. Besides N and
cc in the legend (the same as in Figure 2) the correlation coefficients between LPFs for iSBS and for active times are also shown near the top of vertical
line at t = 0.
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(i.e., 30–40% of precipitated flux variance is predicted). Although

these numbers formally do not look as a great result, we remind

that this was obtained for 5min resolution data, whereas only 70%

of variance in the global EEP flux can be predicted on daily scale

by the recent models [19]. Also, besides the dipolarization

(substorm current wedge) intensity which is reflected in the

MPB index, the peak magnitude of auroral absorption

substantially depends on the wedge width [11] which is not

taken into account in our modeling. We also have to remind

about inherent structuredness and variability of the electron

precipitation (e.g. [31]) which limit the level of possible

prediction. In Paper 1 we showed that correlation between

CNA measured by identical facilities at two neighboring

stations is ~0.7 (Figure 2C of Paper 1). With these comments

the obtained prediction quality can be evaluated rather

optimistically.

4) The abovementioned results may have interesting physical

implications. By its construction, the LPF response function

amplitude represents the efficiency of unit scale dipolarization/

injection in producing the EEP. Surprising stability of the

response magnitudes during quiet (isolated substorms) and

disturbed (active period including the substorm clusters)

conditions implies that injection efficiency stays roughly the

same. This may suggest that the enhanced occurrence

frequency or/and injection amplitudes are the main factors

which provide the large enhancement of energetic electron

precipitation during continuously active periods, compared to

the isolated substorms occurring on quiet background. We

emphasize that not only absorption peaks, but also relatively

long-duration variations of the auroral absorption seen in

Figure 1A are reproduced by the cumulative effect of

substorm injections with the response function having a short

memory (3–4 h).

These observations raise a question concerning the role of

‘long memory’ effects on the EEP intensity which has been widely

discussed in the recent literature [2,14,15,17–19].

Whereas the outer radiation belt (ORB) content undoubtedly

changes by the orders of magnitude and relaxes on the timescale of

days (e.g. [32]), we believe that the energy range and the actual source

of the injected electrons are important factors to be considered when

discussing the problem. As regards the energetic electrons trapped in

the ORB and inner plasma sheet region (6-10 Re), it was shown that

the memory of the past acceleration can be relatively long (days) for

relativistic electrons, whereas it is much shorter (hours) for the

30–100 keV electrons with important remark that the memory

decreases with the increasing distance (e.g. [18,33,34]). The energy

range 30–100 keV of precipitated electrons is responsible for the bulk

of auroral absorption effects. As concerns the source region, the

injected electrons can either come from the plasma sheet (be

transported with the BBFs and accelerated) or be taken from the

outer radiation belt population, penetrate through the flank part of

BBF and be additionally accelerated during flow braking stage (e.g.

[35]). In the first case the influence of long-term variations of the

ORB content may be minimal.

Recently Nikolaev et al. [11] included the expected ORB

fluxes when investigating the factors controlling the peak

amplitude of the auroral absorption during substorms.

Indeed, they found some influence which appeared to be a

secondary factor after the intensity and azimuthal width of

the substorm current wedge. Further investigations are

required to clarify this problem.

To conclude, for long active periods containing the substorm

clusters we derived the response functions characterizing the

dipolarization/injection-related component of energetic electron

precipitation from the Canadian riometer data. The response

functions are robustly reconstructed, they appeared to be

surprisingly similar to the ones derived for isolated substorms

during relatively quiet periods. Long-duration intense electron

precipitation appears to be reproduced by the cumulative effect of

substorm injections using only shortmemory (4 h) response functions.

Our results indicate that, while the injection efficiency is

roughly the same, large difference in precipitated fluxes and

ionospheric response between two different types of activity is

mostly provided by a more frequent appearance and increased

intensities of dipolarizations/injections during active periods.
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